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We study a 2-dimensional model for an antidot periodic superlattice with perturbed positions of
the antidots. To do so we use a quasiperiodic LG model obtained from a 3-dimensional billiard
model. Our results show that infinite drifting trajectories present in the periodic antidot models
disappear, but if the perturbation is small enough, those trajectories remain for long times. The
probability to visit the region of the phase space where electrons have ballistic behavior tends to 0 as
the length of the drifting trajectories tends to infinity, leading to separation of these regions in phase
space. As a result, we infer that the particles follow Levy walks and the system has superdiffusive
behavior for short times. The superdiffusive exponent is correlated to the length of time where the
superdiffusive behavior is present.
Antidot superlattices are artificial periodic nanostruc-
tures of obstacles (antidots) where the potential is higher
than in the immediately surrounding region, so that a
two-dimensional electron gas is repelled. They were first
fabricated by ion-beam implantation [1] and then by
etching holes in a periodic array into a conductive mate-
rial [2]. Since then, there have been many experiments
to produce and study the properties of such heterostruc-
tures [3–10]. It is expected that they can be treated
with a classical approach if their scale is larger than
the Fermi wavelength of electrons [11–15]. In addition,
at low temperature electrons can be considered as non-
interacting [14, 16–19]. Thus, a billiard model represent
these materials well [2, 20].
In the last decades, billiard models have shown to be
good models of optoelectronic devices [3–9], predicting
useful chaotic properties. On the other hand, they have
been studied for decades by physicists and mathemati-
cians, but only relatively recent by experimental realiza-
tions. They were performed using acoustic and optical
waves in cavities [21–26]. One of the most studied bil-
lard is the Lorentz gas (LG), which was first suggested
as a model of electrons in a metal [27]. Since then there
has been a great effort to understand its diffusive prop-
erties [28], but only now we can observe experimentally
these properties using antidot superlattices.
For these reasons, LGs with a magnetic field have
been largely studied [11, 14, 29–34]. Recently, it has
been investigated the transition to localization when the
magnetic field is increased in a random LG [14, 34–
36]. In the localization limit there is sub-diffusion sim-
ilarly to random LG with linear trajectories when den-
sity is decreased, but the subdiffusion exponent is differ-
ent. On the other hand, in the periodic LG, it has been
shown [11, 37] that certain trajectories move ballistically
(see figure 1 (a)). These trajectories are stable even when
the obstacles potential is perturbed [38].
So, on one hand, magnetotransport in disordered sys-
tems can be subdiffusive, and on the other hand, for pe-
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FIG. 1. (a) Antidot superlattice with some trajectories. (b)
Poincar Map of the super lattice. The islands correspond to
the trajectories marked with label (i), the chaotic trajectories
are labeled with (ii) and flowers are marked with label (iii).
(c) Poincar Map of some trajectories inside the island.
riodic systems it is possible to find ballistic motion. A
natural question is to ask what occurs when the position
of antidots is perturbed.
In the case of LGs without a magnetic field, the tra-
jectories that hit an obstacle are dense [39], thus, any
initial volume of the phase spaces will fill ergodically the
whole phase space. A way to visualize this is by a Poincar
map. The Poincar Map of a periodic LG can be obtained
by considering each successive collision with an obstacle.
Then the important variables are the position of a col-
lision on the obstacle θp and the velocity at the time of
hitting the obstacle. Since the speed of the particles in
a LG is constant, the velocity is determined by the an-
gle between the velocity vector and the tangent of the
obstacle at the point of collision, θv. Then, to make a
Poincar Map of a trajectory, we measure θp and sin(θv)
for each collision in a long trajectory and we plot those
points. The Poincar Map will be embedded in a rectangle
of area 2pi × 1.
For periodic LG with a magnetic field, the behavior of
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FIG. 2. (a) Average velocities for different drifting trajecto-
ries. (b) Two trajectories considered
the Poincar Map depends on the radius of the trajecto-
ries and the density of the obstacles. We obtain 3 main
kinds of trajectories (see figure 1). Chaotic trajectories
fill densely the majority of the rectangle in the Poincar
Map, except for some relatively small areas that we call
“islands”. Those trajectories are diffusive. Trajectories
inside the islands follow drifting trajectories lead to bal-
listic motion. A trajectory that begins inside the island
will not fill the island densely as figure 1(c) shows. It is
not possible to go from a chaotic trajectory to a drift-
ing trajectory and vice-versa. Flowers are localized tra-
jectories that do not contribute to the diffusion. Those
trajectories are unstable when the magnetic field is low.
Trajectories inside an island have all the same drifting
direction. Thus, if we slightly perturb the initial condi-
tions of such particles, we will still have drifting trajec-
tories in the same direction. However, the mean drifting
velocity, defined as Vd(t) = limt→∞
x(t)−x(0)
t , is a func-
tion of the initial conditions of the particle. In figure 2 we
show different average velocities of the same drifting di-
rection, corresponding to the island plotted in figure 1(c).
In the inset of figure 2 we plot the average velocity for
the initial position on the obstacle equals to pi (shown
in figure 1 (c) as a dashed line), and the initial veloc-
ity varying between −0.05 and 0.25, which are θv values
within the island of the figure 1(c). There are two max-
ima for the drifting velocities. Note that they correspond
to the same trajectory, but they do not correspond to the
periodic trajectory which is close to sin(θ) = 0.15. Tra-
jectories close to the periodic trajectory have almost the
same drifting velocity. It is an open question to explain
this behavior.
a. Model Based on the idea that perturbation on
the initial conditions do not affect considerable the drift-
ing trajectories, we could expect that small perturbations
on the position of the obstacles would not affect the drift-
ing trajectories either, and so, the mean square displace-
ment would be ballistic, which means 〈x2(t)〉 ∼ t2. How-
ever, super-diffusion appears because particles collide al-
ways on similar values of θp and with the same range
of velocities, then, we the obstacles in a particular posi-
tion. It is not clear if any perturbation on the position of
obstacles would affect the hitting position, destroying in
long therm drifting trajectories, or there is a minimum
value of perturbation to distroy those trajectories.
A periodic array of obstacles can be seen as a periodic
potential V (~x). A perturbation on this periodic function
can obtain by adding a small random vector of length
δ to their positions. In such a case, instead of having
|V (~x+τ)−V (~x)| = 0, we would have |V (~x+τ)−V (~x)| <
δ. In this way, a minimal perturbation on the potential
function should produce a function that for every δ > 0
exist a τ , such that |V (~x + τ) − V (~x)| < δ for every ~x.
This is an almost-periodic function. A quasiperiodic ar-
ray of obstacles are also almost-periodic, so, we can think
of quasiperiodic LGs as perturbed periodic LGs. Study-
ing quasiperiodic systems have two advantages over ran-
dom environments: (i) The size of the system needed to
study quasiperiodic LGs is finite, since we can embed
the quasiperiodic array in to a higher dimension peri-
odic system [40, 41], while for random environments we
need in principle an infinite system. (ii) The uniform dis-
tribution for the initial conditions is not well defined in
random environments and neither is Poincar Map, while
in the quasiperiodic case we can use a higher dimensional
periodic billiard and define homogeneous distribution in
the periodic cell.
The higher-dimensional billiard model equivalent to
the LG in its simplest form consists of a 3-dimensional
cylinder with hardcore potential embedded in a cube with
periodic boundary conditions. This cylinder is generi-
cally longer than the distance between two parallel faces
of the cube in the direction of the axis of the cylinder,
so that part of the cylinder is outside of the cube. It is
then necessary to apply periodic boundary conditions on
the cylinder forming a set of at least 3 cylinders. If the
radius of the cylinder is less than a critical value, then
there will be exactly 3 cylinders after applying periodic
boundary conditions, one that passes through the center
of the cube and two smaller ones, whose axes cross each
one of the faces of the cube (see figure 3). This critical
value depends on the angle of inclination of the cylin-
der. If the cylinder is vertical (in such case the system
is periodic), then the critical value is 12L, where L is the
length of the cube. This critical value is reduced when
the inclination of the cylinder increases.
If the axis of the cylinder is completely rational, then
the system will be a periodic LG, while a completely ir-
rational inclination will produce a quasiperiodic array of
obstacles. Finally, to perform the simulations, the par-
ticles must be constrained to move on planes perpendic-
ular to the cylinder. They will exhibit specular reflec-
tions when colliding with the cylinder, otherwise they
will move following circular trajectories with a radius of
trajectory R = mvqB , where m and q are the mass and
charge of the electron respectively, v is the velocity of
particles, and B is the magnetic field.
3FIG. 3. Billiard used to simulate a quasiperiodic LG with
circular motion of the particles.
In this model, if the cylinder is vertical, the equivalent
LG model will be a periodic LG as shown in figure 1
(a). To produce a perturbation on obstacle positions we
slightly incline the cylinder. In this way, we obtain a
quasiperiodic array of obstacles. We notice that in order
to produce a billiard equivalent to a quasiperiodic LG,
the inclination (perturbation) of the cylinder must be
completely irrational.
The parameters of this model are the direction (incli-
nation) of the cylinder axis ~xc, the speed of the particles
|v|, the radius r of the cylinder, the length L of the cube,
and the radius R of trajectories (proportional to 1/B).
Without loss of generality we can set |v| = 1 and L = 1
because the system is re-scalable. We also set the radius
of trajectories at R = 0.506, and the radius of cylin-
der at r = 0.28. For these values there are islands in the
Poincar map for the periodic LG of considerable area. To
perform the simulation we used 5× 103 particles during
105 units of time. Finally, the direction of the cylinder
was first ~xc = (0, 0, 1) for the periodic case, and then we
perturbed the system using ~x = (δθ · √2, δθ · pi, 1), where
δθ was the perturbation. We use this vector as the direc-
tion of the cylinder axis since it is completely irrational
for most values of δθ.
The Poincar Map of a quasiperiodic LG is no longer
a 2-dimensional plot of finite area. Because the real
model is a 3D billiard. The extra dimension is given
by the height h on the cylinder where the particle col-
lides. Then, the Poincar Map is obtained by a plot of
θp, sin(θv) and h. If the cylinder is vertical, then the 3-
dimensional Poincar Map will be only one slice of the 3D
map. If we perturb the system by making a small incli-
nation of the cylinder, we do not expect a big difference
with respect to the periodic case, so we may study the
2D projection of the Poincar Map. Figure 4 shows the
2 and 3-dimensional version of the Poincar Map when a
small perturbation (δθ = 0.0001) is applied.
As we can see in the 2-dimensional Poincar Map (figure
4 (b)), it is very similar to the periodic case, except that
one trajectory seems like a mixture of chaotic and drifting
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FIG. 4. Poincar map of a long trajectory in a perturbed
system. (a) 3D Poincar Map of a quasiperiodic LG. (b) 2D
projection of the Poincar Map. (c) Typical trajectory of in
the perturbed superlattice.
trajectories. The islands are no longer separated from the
chaotic region, making all the phase space accessible for
almost any initial condition. As expected, for short tra-
jectories particles belonging to the chaotic region moves
as a random walk visiting almost all the Poincar Map ex-
cept for some “islands”, and particles inside the islands
move following drifting trajectories. However, if trajec-
tories are long enough, then particles can visit both, the
chaotic region and the islands.
In the 3D Poincar Map (figure 4(a)) it is shown that
drifting trajectories move fast along the z-axis, while
chaotic trajectories move fast in the x − y plane. We
can also see that most of the chaotic part is for extrem
values of h. This is because the transition from drifting
to chaotic trajectories only occurs on the planes where
two cylinders coexist. Once a particle is in the chaotic
region, it can travel in the Poincar Map to middle values
of h, so that the Poincar Map is filled.
If we perturb the periodic LG, for long trajectories the
drifting trajectories vanish falling into chaotic trajecto-
ries, so we no longer expect a ballistic motion of electrons.
However, for short times drifting trajectories still, exist.
We observed in the 3D Poincar Map, drifting trajec-
tories move fast in the z axis, and once they rich an
extreme value of h, they change to a chaotic trajec-
tory. This means that there is a maximum length for
the drifting trajectories. This length can be calculated
by the velocity at which the drifting trajectories move
along the z axis of the Poincar Map, and the length of
the central cylinder that does not coexist with the other
cylinders Lf . This length can be calculated using the
length of the cylinder before applying periodic bound-
ary conditions Lc. The length of the small cylinders
will be ∼ (Lc − L)/2, so the length we search will be
Lf = L − 2(Lc − L)/2 = 2L − Lc. Each time a parti-
cle crosses a face of the cube in the billiard model, the
z position in the Poincar Map changes proportional to
4the slope m of the plane where the particle moves in the
direction of the crossed face. The speed at which the
particle crosses one face of the cube is proportional and
close to the drifting velocity vd/2. Then, the speed at
which drifting particles moves along the z axis, is approx-
imately mvd/2, and the maximum time that a drifting
trajectory survives will be tmax ∼ 2(2L−Lc)/(mminvd),
where mmin is the minimum of the slopes of the plane in
the direction of each of the faces of the cube.
Thus, we expect a maximum length for the drifting
trajectories, depending on the perturbation δθ. If the
time scale is much longer than the maximum length, we
expect normal diffusion.
On the other hand, for the periodic case, the mean ve-
locity of particles can be well approximated by the veloc-
ity of the drifting trajectories, multiplied by the portion
of the volume of the phase space where particles follow
such drifting trajectories. If we perturb the system, the
volume of the phase space where particles follow a drift-
ing trajectory longer than a time t depends on t. Call
f(t) this portion of volume. Then, the average velocity
at which of particles spread will be v(t) = f(t)∗vd, where
vd is the drifting velocity in the non-perturbed system.
In such a case, we can approximate the mean square dis-
placement as:
〈x2(t)〉 ∼ v2df2(t)t2. (1)
If f(t) ∼ t−α/2, with 1 > α > 0, we will obtain a
superdiffusive behavior. We know that f(x) is a mono-
tonically decreasing function, so we can approximate it
by a power law:
〈x2(t)〉 ∼ v2dt2−α. (2)
We still must justify α < 1. We have performed nu-
merical simulations, and we observed that the exponent
is always 0 < α < 1. Figure 5 shows the evolution of
the mean square displacement as a function of time. We
divided 〈x2(t)〉 by t, so 〈x2(t)〉/t ∼ v2dt1−α, then if α > 1
the plot will be a decreasing function, while for α < 1 will
be an increasing function. We observe that the length of
time where the system is superdiffusive increases when
the perturbation is reduced. We can also see that α de-
pends on δθ, increasing when δθ decreases.
In sumary, we analyzed the Poincar Map and diffu-
sive properties of a perturbed antidot superlattices model
with a quasiperiodic model, obtaining superdiffusion for
short times due to Levy walks in contrast to the ballis-
tic motion of electrons found in the periodic model. The
length of time over which the superdiffusion occurs de-
pends on the perturbation, but also on the drifting veloc-
ities. In future work, we will study the effect of variation
in the magnetic field on the diffusion of particles in this
quasiperiodic model.
FIG. 5. Mean square displacement over time as a function of
time for several perturbation values
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